Travel start-up OutdoorVisit is doubling its sales every
month and taking thousands of tourists for the best
adventures of their life
Prague, 9. 7. 2019
Imagine kayaking with dolphins in the Canary Islands, paragliding over Alpine peaks,
or enjoying a panoramic e-bike ride through the beautiful city of Prague with your
kids. You can find all these awesome adventures and many more on
OutdoorVisit.com.
The unique start-up OutdoorVisit is an emerging global platform for booking amazing, handpicked outdoor adventures for all active travellers. OutdoorVisit is now taking the travel
market by storm - since the beginning of this year, they are doubling their sales every
month.
“We believe that outdoor adventures are some of the best things people can do in their life.
Our dream is to make such memorable experiences accessible to everyone, not just outdoor
enthusiasts,” says OutdoorVisit founder & CEO Michal Tyl, an avid adventurer and awardwinning wildlife photographer.
Know your outdoor guide
Through an intense process of research and building strong relationships with local
guides and adventure activity providers, OutdoorVisit is proud to offer only top-quality
experiences.
Hard-core adventurers, chilled globetrotters, families with kids and seniors alike can find their
once-in-a-lifetime outdoor experiences among more than 1000 activities in over 20
stunning locations. Barcelona, Iceland, Canary Islands and many more destinations listed
or on the way. Soon the OutdoorVisit travellers will be able to enjoy adventures on a whole
new continent!
OutdoorVisit is especially popular in the UK and US with 35 % and 20 % of customers
coming from these countries respectively. The rest of the customers come from all over the
world: Germany, Spain, Canada, India, Australia… you name it.
Handpicked outdoor adventures for everyone
OutdoorVisit is unique because it specializes in the best outdoor adventures - be it in the
breath-taking nature or the man-made jungle of beautiful cities. The experienced team in
OutdoorVisit chooses the activities and researches the guides and companies, to make
sure they match the high quality and safety standards needed for an awesome experience.

And if you are not sure what to choose, the awesome people at OutdoorVisit are always
ready to help you pick the best adventure for your needs and desires.
“We are offering great outdoor experiences to all kinds of travellers. I personally love to
venture into the wild nature and do something really demanding like rock climbing. But I also
enjoy a chill boat cruise through a beautiful city. On OutdoorVisit you will find both - and
everything in between,” says CEO Michal Tyl.
Fair price - for you, the guide and nature
To book and pay your next adventure is easy, fast and secure and there are no hidden
fees! No need to communicate with the local provider, OutdoorVisit will take care of
everything. The OutdoorVisit team also makes sure that the activities they offer and the
partners they choose are eco-friendly and are done with respect to nature.
OutdoorVisit is helping people experience unforgettable outdoor adventures by connecting
travellers with the best local guides. Growing by 100 % every month, OutdoorVisit is
changing the way we travel. Buckle up for your next adventure!
------------------------------------------ END -----------------------------------------About OutdoorVisit
OutdoorVisit is a unique outdoor adventure booking startup with the ambition to make great
outdoor activities and adventures easy to find and book for everyone. Their staff personally
chooses each activity, researches it and talks with each guide or provider before offering it to
travellers. This ensures high quality and safety of all the activities offered. The main founder
of OutdoorVisit is Michal Tyl.
About Michal Tyl
Michal Tyl is an award-winning wildlife photographer, outdoor adventurer, speaker, and
creator.
His photos of polar bears feasting on a whale carcass in Alaska or sea lions and their pups
sunbathing in Galapagos Islands were featured in media all over the world and made him a
finalist of the Wildlife Photographer of the Year. His passion for nature, adventure and
outdoor led him to places few people have been before. On his expeditions, he freedived
with whales, canoed through a territory inhabited by dangerous Amazonian tribes, hiked
through the northernmost mountain range in the world, swam with sharks in South Africa and
much more. He is dedicated to helping people find the right outdoor adventures for their
taste, travel better and connect with nature and its beauty.
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